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Introduction

sssfc From the standpoint of the geologist, the application of Mossbauer effect in mineral scien-

•*" ce is realized in close relation to geochemibtry and mineralogy. The obtained results are

* used for purposes of petrology, geophysics, regional geology, mineral deposits geoloe-y ar.d

к. metalogenssis. Applications in these branches of earth sciences may proceed furhter in aid-

- ing mineral technology, ore prospecting, ore Eining, end further automatic control in asiner-

. - al industry» "Jith j;eochemisitry and geophysics is closely connected physics of Earth ar.i rls-

netai"y interiors»

i-sf- Most applications are based or crystallography агИ many cf them ir. some way undergo -he reo-

*""* chemical evaluation of results.

"' Thus with the application of Kossbauer effect the boundaries between individual esrth scien-

ces, otherwise гairly distinct, disappear.

~ I The field of application determines the poosib].? sreclogical information obtainable from

f Moeehauer data. Hyperfine parameters (quadrupole splitting, magnetic splitting, isomer shift 1

J% can be used for identification of phaaes, the common aim of Mossbauer measurement of miner-

$ ̂  al mixtures. Quadrupole splitting and isomer shift serve for indicate • of valence states

"" and evaluation e*" important ferric/ ferrous ratio. Quadrupole splitting further makes pos-

* sible distinction of inequivalent cationic sites. Magnetic splitting provedes the possibil-

ity of studying magnetic propei-ties of rocks and minerale.

Prom intensity of lines important quantitative data can be obtained concerning the phase

r
faf analyeifi and site occupancy» She reviews of applications in the field of mineralogy and re-

M , lated sciences are not so numerous ая those related to other application areas and general

' , aspects of thia technique /1,2,3
S
4/. Most of these reviews pay special attention to Eelect-

ed area of interest.

' The first work on iron in minerals was publi '-eo as early ав I960. It was a study of pyrite

о and marcasite performed by Solomon /5/. The
 D
econd is more widely known - a study on biotite

by Pollak; De "oster and *melinclnc, published in 1462 /6/,

Up to this time the number of ш1иега1в studied by Hcsabauer c-ffect has reached a total oi

approximately 80, namely £0 % of the total number of 370 iron mineral species after H, Stnmz,

/7/. Thlt may be only e very rough estimate because recent developments of technique allow

us to study iron in minor concentrations in minerals, when presence о+
" iron is not included

in mineral formulas.
- T-r-zi.

I I
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Nearly all measurement a of Hossbaucr spectra in minerals were performed an iron nuclei. The

Mosebauer effect on tin is used almost entirely for analytical purposes only In deteralnet»

ion of ti» content in the form of kaBoiterite in rocks, ores and technological products.

Only a few deal with dannite, another tin ore mineral /8, 9/.

Literature concernia/j artificially oade mineral materiale is йоге extenulve than that relet-

ive to minerals of natural origin. A considerable degree of work has been dono in the field

of silicate glaaa /10, 11/. fired clay products /13, 19/ artificially Bade aateriela with

spinel and garnet structure-!. Results achieved with these Eateriale are often «sxtretaly useful

for interpretation of Hoeebauer measurements of natural minerals.

Cation ordering

The moat valuable results in the field of mineralogy can bo achieved b> d«termination of oat-

ion ordering. A fair number of works appeared on tola subject in the laet several years. ¥he
existence of inequivalent cationic sitee ie an important discovery in modern phyolea of
minerals. The minerals often contain шоге than one kind of cationic olto, frequently even

more than one for given coordination mmber. These sites are IE different degrees, deforsa-

ed. Iron, particularly ferrous ion, may prefer one type of eitea fording in thla «ay вота

kind of anblattices and subphaaes. Each aublattice haa Its own lengths, ite osn character-

isties of the etr^rgth of these bonds, different unit-cell volume etc. and froa the thertao-

dynamic point of vies represents an individual sabphsse.

The existence of inequivalent sites car be detected and the site occupancy caa be dSerained

by x-ray diffraction, in the lisited number of sinerala coatainlng OH groups aleo by IB

spectroseopy^ The complete i-гау diffraction analyeie has some serious disadvantages being

difficult, time consuming and not quite accurate.

In Mossbauer spectra the relative concentration of iron in aubphaeeo can be calculated fro*

the areas under Lorentzian curves. Even for octahedrally coordinated sites deformed by ia

various degrees, different quadrupole doublets can be distinguished. The most important

factor influencing the distribution of cations between subphaees ie the tenperatura asd ra-

te of i t s changes. Consequently, geotheraoraetry can be based on this dependence.

Most work on cation ordering deals with рутохвпев, share there are two inequiraleist eitea trith

octahedral coordination /14-21/. Olivine has two inequivalent sites /22-24/. la both cases

of pyroxenes and olivines the application makes i t possible to use the results es a geologic-

al thermometer for measuring paleotemperatures and cooling rates /25/. All iaportent groups

of rock forming minerals have beon investigated in this way. In the case of amphibole /26-31/,

there are four inequivalent sites present, but not ell of them csn be distinguished. A good

example of difficulties connected with studies of inequivalent aites in silicate structure

is given by biotite, one of the most frequently studied minerals. Different groaps of in-

vestigators have obtained different, in яоше cases contradictory results /6, 30, 32-3*/.

Catioa ordering in meteoritic materiale /36/ and lunar samples has also been studied., These
results are of particular interest becauje of the possibility of estimating the temperature
of origin and cooling rate on this basis.

The changes of hyperfine parameters depend on iscmorphic substitution of ions. This eakee i t
in some ceses possible to determine the position of measured samples in isomorphic series
/37/.

PerrouB - ferric analysis

The Important application ie analysis of ferrous - ferric proportions. Sosabaner effect pa?o-

ved to be a particularly useful method for this purpose. The disadvantages of «at cheffiLcal.

analysis cannot be overcome easily in the case of materials, decomposition of which i-ч dif-

ficult, e.g. gamete. As a rule the content of Fe^* is overstimated. In aasy cases thtrs was

found good agreement, but generally the Hoeebauer data are more reliable / l t 28, 39, 9S/,

Other suitable methods (e.g. ESCA) are not ao widely available and have other disadvanteaoa.

aeesbauer spectroscopy thus provides the unique tool for obtaining this inforn®Won «Men Is
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of eztroao importance in geochesistry of supergene zone, in soil ecionce and in mineralogy

of weathering products. Reliable deternination of ferrlc/ferrouB ratio is neceoeary for right

construction of mineral formulae and right clesoifieatior. cf many mineral epeciee. Рог

tripuhyite the presence of 9e only hao been found although it wae assumed to be ferrous

antiiaonate /38/. A great number of worts deal with the oxidation state of iron and oxidation

processes la Ednerale, e.g. in amfibolee /40-43/.

getrologieal analysis

Many ot the Hossbauer effect applications in mineralogy ы е of analytical character. The ve-

ry oiicple typt: of analysis needs only calculation of areas under the Lorentzian curves which

la usually sufficient for obtaining the relative concentrations of iron-bearing рпааев. ttcch

of the published eorisQ have ueed least squares fitting, ii&iir /44/ hae applied the spectrum

stripping technique to obtain exact results for taineral phases in extra terrestrial materials.

Nearly all worfes neglect possible differences between Bebye-ИаИег factors of different

phases.

In petrological analyeia Mosebauer apectroscopy can be used as в fingerprint method for

eotiaation of the gSDfral character of rocks /1, 45/ and further аи е tool of quantitative

aaiilyBis /1/. Comparison with standard optical area integration Eethod end x-ray aethod can

reveal some advantages of Kosabauer apeetroaoopy, particularly in the ease of analysis of

poorly crystalline materlaas. Here we have an esanple of bad eruditions in mineralogical

material, which favour the use of Mossbauer effect.

On the other aide there ia a great nusber of examples where specific character of mineral-

ogical вашр1ев eauaee great difficulties in the analysis of mineral mixtures.

In the epectra <•? lateritic «reathering products we can eeaily determine rnagnetic coiiponer.t,

haematite, but i.a the low velocity part it is impossible to distinguish iron in silicstes

and iron in osyhydroxides
f
 uniesa using the IOH teaperature measuremeuts. Similar conditions

are in deep sea sediments /1, 52-55/.

The goethite very often features superparaisagnetic properties due to high dispereity. The

epecific conditions and phenomena oecurisg in natural Eateriele thne ccaplicate interpretat-

ion of epootra and malce the application of Hosebauer effect sore difficult. Charactenstic

for иаву types of natural minerals are ozsall particle size, poor cryatalllnity, isoasrphoue

oubBtitution, many typeo of Btructure defects and irregularities, mixed struduree, icohorao-

geneity, adoixtures of phases with overlapping spestrs etc.

Moreover the preferred orientation of crystals in the powdered sassples and Goldanskii-Keray-

gin effect roeultlag in asyimaet^y of quadrupole doublets line intensities exert influence on

the tона of spee*ra*

Ia the dees of silicates attention ie paid particularly to ругохавев /14-21, 39, 46, 49/,

micas /&, 32-35, 47,48/, anrahioolee /26-31, 39-43, 49/ and olivinee /22-25, 37, 39, 43, 49/.

Garaete contain, heeidee Pe eleo Ps , the latter in rare dodeeahedral coordination /39,

43, 50, 51/. The other silicates are of lese importance - tourmaline /49? 56/, staurolite

/39, 49, 57/, epidots /39, 43, 49/, ilvaite /58/. The ailicetes with an unknown and complex

«structure are Btndied ia the work /59/. In clay taiaerals /60-62/ it is possible to study

also astaral or technological processes. ,

МовзЪапсг data on iron oxyhydroxidse (goethite, lepidocrocite, aif;ganeite) have been х-эview-

ed hy Eulga«osuk /63/. fhese modificetioffs and their sagnetic properties have been often

otudiod /64-68, 32/* Also magnetite, haesatito and saghemite ere eitudied mainly in connect-

ion with their magnetic properties /32, 69-70/. Рев other members of spinel group were mea-

sured - ulvospineJ /711 72/, epinol /73/, ehrosaites /72-75/. Only quadrapole splitting occurs

In the spectra of ilaenlte /32, 76-75/ and of the rsre rainerals tripuhyite /38/ and delafo-

oite /80/.

Host of the iron sulphide minerals have beea investigated by Mossbauer effect - pyrrhotite
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/81-83, 89/, pentlandite /84Xpyr
J
 '.e and marcaaite /5,63, 86, 89» SO/, areenopyrite /83, 86/,

lollingite /86/, cubanite /83,84, 91/, bomite /83, 34/, atannlte /Э4/, greigite /89/, ber-

thierite '84/, sterabergite /91/, talnaohite /85/, iron in sphalerite /84/. The case of chal-

copyrit;.- /83, 85, 87, 86, 90/ shows the danger of otti<<r phase admixtures.

Several works appeared on siderite /92, 93/. Spectrum of «rolfranitG is reported in /94/, A

few works on other miscellaneous minerals have been published, e.g. Jarooite /32, 95/.

Extraterrestrial aflteriala

Moasbauer apectroscopy ia extremly suitable for the examination of raeteoritle materials /4,

96-98/. Moreover, thermodynamic conditions of origin and thermal history of the extraterrestr-

ial bodies can be evaluated from Moeebauer data.

Particular opportunity for application of Moeebauer spectracopy to mineral matorlalB lo given

by lunar samples /99-103/. Hany spectra were measured with rather high quality, к wide progras

of study of terrestrial rocks and minerals was realized. Lunar samples investigation program-

me thv.s contributes greatly to the knowledge of terrestrial minerals.

Analytical methods and instruments based on Mossbauer effect

The unique selectivness of gamma resonance for certain isotopes as veil ая the hl^h eimalt-

ivity to the type of compound in which it is present provide perspective possibility of de-

veloping methods and instruments for both elemental and phase analyses.

In 1963 - the Soviet Union began development of analytical instruments based on this prin-

ciple, in parti cular instruments for fast analysis of tin la rocks. Heed for endeavour 1»

this field is caused by the insufficient effectiveness of «dating methods and inetrumemts

for determination of tin content in ores during all etages of the prospecting, the deposite

evaluation, mining and ore processing.

The substantial advantage of gamma-геаопадсе method and inetroBente working on thie prin-

ciple is due to high sensitivity for tin oxide-mineral kassitarite (SaO,), which ie et pre-

sent the main raw material in tin mineral industry. Apart from the fcaGsiterite only statmite

has limited importance aa a ore at some tin deposits. The possibility of determining tin

bonded in kassiterite exclusively la especially important during prospecting works, e.g.

with heavy minerals determination from plaeera. The effectiveness of using this technique

is strongly supported by high reistance of kassiterita to hydrotneiwal and eupergene in-

fluences. No chemical changes occur during weathering and transport ia water streams, thus

it is possible to use Mossbauer effect method in the сьве of both primary and secondary de-

posite.

The principle of operation of these instruments ie based on dependence of the reaonance ab-

sorption or scattering of gamma-rays from source SnOg (104) on to"
1
 amount of ^ ° S n nuclei

present in kassiterite of measured samples. The results of analysis practically are not

dependent on sample composition. The instruments are simple and reliable.

It is possible to иве both transmission geoaetry for powder samples analysis end scatter-

ing geometry for analysis of ores directly in situ /106/. The principle of measurement In

both cases in the samt - maximal effect la measured In quiet and moving state of source.

In practice, for quantitative determination of tin oxide in situ, the samples from the cer-

tain deposit are вassured. For the calibration curve the values of effect ere plotted egelnet

known content oi tin in samples. Using this calibration curve it i
3
 possible to determine

quantitatively tin content in the specific part of mined ore body /106/.

C=. ̂ Le above described principle is based the serially produced portable instrument M4K-1

(Mossbauer Analyser of Kassiterite) /107/. The Instrument consists of fe amasurtag head for

measuring directly on outcropping or worked out ore bodlee, a measuring head for analysis

of powder samples and a measuring device^

As a source of resonance rsdia-iien in the measuring heads isotope
 1 1 9

S n (23,8 keV) ia used

in the SnO
2
 fora with activity of several mCi. Half-life of isotope Sn-119 ie 345 daye, eo

that it is possible to oork a Jong period (1,5 • 2 yeera) without change of source.
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IS'eoeuriog device end detection blocks of measuring heade are duet - and water - proof, al-

lowing work In complicated field and underground conditions.

Power ie supplied from aains odaptor, accurailatore or batteries. Each of these blocks ie

placed in a special space la the meaeurirg device. The weight ot instrument in portable out-

fit for field sampliiig (including power eoorce) is about & kg. !Tne simple operation of the

instrument guarantees reliable resulta and needs only one operator without special qualifi-

cation.

Ttie measurable content of tin in powder saaples ranges froa 0.05 to 5 % with accuracy not

«огзо than that of net chemical analysis. Slasimum time of measurement is 10 + 12 minutes.

The measurable raage of tin concentrations and tise of measuring of rocks in situ depend

on geological conditions and allow sampling with ace.racy not worse than that of standard

channel or chip sampling /108/. Рог analysis of ores witn extremely nonhomogeneoue distribut-

loa of kassiterlte and for the lowering of measuring tise it lo possible to use a modified

me&ourlBg head containing two sources of resonant radiation placed on both sides of the high

area deteotor.

The applications of instrument KAK-1 in different tin-ore regions reveal good accordance

between results of powder easples analysis by instrument Ш£-1 isiu those of chemical analys-

is /109/. The results of mathematical processing of data foi neriee of analysed samples, as

an exaapie, are given is table II and I. Thesa data make it evident that eyetematie errors

do -ot occur with the inetruseiit M4K-1, and values of randoia errors, calculated from repeat-

ed measurements, do not -exceed tolerable values.

C-reat hardness of Joaeoiterite causes difficulty in preparation of hoHogeneous saisples for

appllcatic-з of x-ray fluorescence. Moreover, elessantal analysis gives result regardleee of

mineral» in which the tin ia present, end thus ceusee misleading interpretation, e.g. with

geocheolcal prospecting. These eonditioss together with the cost cf analysis enable Eossbauer

effect to «is in competition with any other method in this field*

The application of instrument UAK-l directly on the outcrops of ere bodies and the walls

of mine works has ehowa the possibility of fiading out the boundaries of ore bodies /110/.

It Ъ&в been eaown that from results of measuring profiles by instrument M&K-i it Jg possible

not only to detect presence of ore and to determine the boundaries of ore bodies and neigh-

bouring rocke, but also to reveal the inaer otructures of ore zones. This is very important

for understanding conditions of genesis cf individual ore oodles ae «ell as of whole depos-

ite.

For analysis of great numbers of powder eaaplee in laboratories of geological survey, mines

and ore dreseiag factories there was developed an automatic laboratory Instrument. The in-

utrament ALOS-l (Automatic laboratory Kassitorite Analyser) consists of measuring head and

control and registration rack» She measuring of gaxsa resonance effect value with the in-

eSrument Ш Ж - 1 Is perfonaed automatically /111/. Sie use of instrument HOK-1 la the labo-

ratory for routine neasureaeate of powder samples Increases the measuring speed (not core

thtrn 4 * 5 nlsutee for one naalyie), entirely excludes the subjective errors of operator

and enhances the reliability of the measurements. The range of ddterolaable concent rat lone

of tin oxide by instrument АЬОЖ-l in coiBpariaon with that of instrument KtK-1 ie substant-

ially esrpaaded, being 0.3 • lu %, At the ваше tiae the accuracy of measurement is higher.

It i« poeulble to measure at all ranges with errsre which are leer? than those of chemical

analysis.

11<S

The application of gssssa resonance st
 3

Sn nuclei shows perspective poesibilites for deve-

velop.lng of method© %s=.<i iaatrasefite Jor fast detsreijnation of kaeBiterite contest in the

proeenei&g products oi* tlsa-bearlng ores, In the industrial conditions there has been check-

ed ад instrument for tha evaluation of tin contest ia ores, tailings and concentrates at an

ore processing plant /112/, The block of autosation that nay be added to the ibetmaeat can

perform automatic preparstlos of measured sample with whole measuring time not exceeding 10

to 12 jaiEBtso. Analytic results ere recorded by graphic recorder. The ranges of measurable

concentrations are 0.1 * 3 % for ore, 0,04" * 0.7 for wastes and 10 * 40 $ for concentrates-
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The development of an instrument for borehole logging of tin ores directly in the borolohe

profiles has already started. Testing of the instrument in the actual boreholes confirmed

the possibility of using the measured effects for qualitative evaluation of kaaeiterita

distribution in the borehole profile and to estimate the bondarles of ore bodies /113/.

Thus Mossbauer effect technique allows the faet and effective analysis Of kBsaiterite con-

tent at all stages of geological prospecting, mining and ore processing.

The great contribution to instrumentation in the field of tin ore analysis ie the applicat-

ion of resonance detectors that register the resonant radiation using the converse electrones

accompanying the Mossbauer transitions of gamma sorcee. In the USSR the de?elcpmest of the-

se detectors already started in 1963 /114/ and is sucoeefully proceeding /115/ to construction

of resonance Goiger counters, resonance ionieation chambers and resonance scintillation coun-

ters. Considerable work in this field was also doae in Bulgaria.

The success in the developing of gansma-reaonanee Eethods and instrusants helped in tha ez-

tession of aiperience for the demands of phaee analysis of iron-bearing ores and minerals.

Measurements of spectra of main iron minerals /116/ ehos» that the spectra consist of eever-

al lines and have complex structures dua to hyperfine interaction and other effects.

These facts complicate the course of analysis but йоге detailed study has ehor-л the possi-

bilities of selective analysis based on the differences in the forms of gaiiaa resonance

spectra of different phaee. This is the case with the aost important industrial ргоЫеш -

phase analysis of magnetite and haematite. Results of meaauresents by g&sma. resonance apac-

troaeters give the possibility of fast analysis of this phases with errors * 2 + 3 %»

The study of another possible method based on use of "selective" sources /117/, has shown

that in some cases reliable results can be obtained. These sources feature emitted epectrusi

of fora very similar *o that of analysed phase absorption spectrum. This principle offers

the possibility of developing relatively simple devices for industrial purposes. Testa with

"selective" sources of magnetite, haematite, calcium ferritee etc. have shown possibility

of Eulticozponent analysis.

Apart from problems mentioned above in future the extent ion of the gamma-resonance analyt-

ical instruements may be expected in the application of antimony /118/ and other ШовЪтхвг

elements.

The completion of gasma-resonance instruments with x-ray and gasnia-ray measuring heeds will

be useful for the possibility of making elemental and phase aflalyeis by the ease instruments.

Such an equipment will make possible the industrial applications in cases where the element-

al composition must be determined. Phase Koaabauer analysis will then bring additional in-

formation foi- improving the technological processes.

uossbauer effect technique at present auccesfully fullfila the promisee froa the early be-

ginning of its application in the field of earth sciences.
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